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The systematic acceleration of urban life
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- Bettencourt, Luís MA, et al. "Growth, innovation, scaling, and the pace of life in cities." PNAS 104.17 
(2007): 7301-7306.
- Milgram, Stanley. "The experience of living in cities." Crowding and behavior 167 (1974): 41.

+ Social
human-interactions

+ Economical
GDP, wages, patents

- Issues
violent crimes, contagious diseases, pollution



How do you capture 
death & life of cities?

Some cities are alive, others less so
ALIVE DEAD

DETROITNEW 
YORK



The theory: Jane Jacobs

One of the most influential books in city 
planning

• planning models that dominated 
mid-century planning

• American housing policy (HOPE VI)
• Melbourne, Toronto etc.
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Klemek, C. (2011) “Dead or Alive at Fifty? Reading Jane Jacobs on 
her Golden Anniversary” Dissent, Vol. 58, No. 2, 75–79.



The theory: Jane Jacobs

One of the most influential books in 
city planning

•Death: caused by the elimination 
of pedestrian activity

•Life: created by a vital urban fabric 
at all times of the day
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Jacobs’ diversity conditions

Diversity => Urban vitality

There are 4 diversity conditions

To be ensured in each cityʼs district
(10,000+ inhabitants)
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Border Vacuums

•Patches of land dedicated to one 
single use

•They could be either bad and good:
• Parks are good for pedestrian activity
• But they are exposed to criminality and 

deprivation if not well managed (e.g. night)
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What is vitality?

• Defined in various (fuzzy) ways in urban 
science and sociology

• There is no standard

• Key asset for urban spaces

•Important for companies (and retail) 
success

•Influences the real estate market
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“Operationalize” Vitality
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MILAN



Jacobs’ theory holds and is still valid
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URBAN
METRICS

 



Why does it matter?

•Evaluate the districts vitality
•Know in advance the best places for retails
•Quantifying regulatory interventions
•We created the recipe for city that works
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Which place looks safer?



The theory: Broken Windows

•City mismanagement
•Dirty places
•Poor infrastructure

Lead to misbehavior  => Crime
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Wilson, James Q., and George L. Kelling. "Broken windows." Critical issues in policing: Contemporary 
readings (1982): 395-407.



The theory: Jane Jacobs + Oscar Newman

Two of the most influential books 
in city planning

•Lit streets
•Street-facing windows
•Physical demarcation 

private-public
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Klemek, C. (2011) ʻDead or Alive at Fifty? Reading Jane Jacobs on her Golden Anniversaryʼ Dissent, 
Vol. 58, No. 2, 75–79.



The multi-modal approach
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SAFETY PERCEPTION LIVELINESS



Safety perception: MIT Place Pulse
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…

1

10

Place Pulse
• New York
• Boston

Place Pulse 2
• Rome
• Milan

PROBLEM:
• Just thousands of examples
• Sparse in space and # votes



Safety perception: fix sparse votes

•AlexNet CNN trained on Places205
•Transfer on Place Pulse
•Data augmentation
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Ordonez, Vicente, and Tamara L. Berg. "Learning high-level judgments of urban perception.” ECCV, 
2014.

Model type State of art Our model

NY - NY 0.687 0.718
Boston - Boston 0.718 0.744
NY - Boston 0.701 0.734
Boston - NY 0.636 0.693



Safety perception: fix sparse images 

•From 6.7 to 100 images per km^2
•360 degrees of images

•Prediction on all images
•Aggregation per district
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Liveliness: mobile phone data
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MILAN



Safety perception and liveliness
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1

Presence 
of people

Women, Young people 
around

Elements 
for safety

2 3



Safety perception <-> presence of people
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Urban metric Beta coefficient

Population density 0.155**

Employees density 0.328**

Deprivation -0.022

Distance from the center -0.257**

Safety appearance 0.105**

0.91

** p-value < 0.001; * p-value < 0.01;
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Urban metric Beta coefficient

% of women (from census) 0.001

Deprivation -0.005

Distance from the center -0.003

Safety appearance 0.020**

0.65

** p-value < 0.001; * p-value < 0.01;

Safety perception <-> women, young people
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Urban metric Beta coefficient

% of people < 30 years (from census) -0.001

Deprivation 0.032**

Distance from the center -0.150**

Safety appearance -0.048**

0.66

** p-value < 0.001; * p-value < 0.01;

Safety perception <-> women, young people



Safety perception <-> elements
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Now that we have new tools to measure 
aesthetics, we can estimate its consequences

… 
to understand the relative value of improving 

the aesthetics of neighbourhoods
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How can we describe crime?

Socio-economic
characteristics Built environment Mobility



The social-disorganization theory
Crime is a result of lack of cooperation and trust 

•Economic deprivation
•Ethnic heterogeneity
•Residential instability
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Sampson, R. J., et al. (1989). Community structure and crime: Testing 
social-disorganization theory. American journal of sociology

SOCIAL 
DISORGANIZATION



Social disorganization - Results
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The built environment

Jane Jacobs has been one of the most influential 
people in urban planning
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Jacobs, Jane. The death and life of great American cities. Vintage, 1961

Informal surveillance: Guardianship by 
ordinary citizen, and police

BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT
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Built environment – Results (errors)

Model Bogota Boston Los Angeles
Social disorganization 163 374 356

Built environment
(+ Social disorganization)

109
(104)

352
(205)

317
(333)

CRIME ESTIMATION 
FROM URBAN DATA
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Built environment - Discrepancies

THE PLACE IS NOT ENOUGH

Small blocks

Just an example…



Mobility
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Graif, Corina et al. "Neighborhood isolation in Chicago: Violent crime effects on 
structural isolation and homophily in inter-neighborhood commuting networks." 
Social networks 51 (2017)

•People are everyday exposed to different 
conditions and places

•Poorly connected neighborhoods weaken 
cooperation

•Mobility affects crime

MOBILITY



Mobility
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Digitalization of our life => mobile phone data

Jiang, Shan, et al. "The TimeGeo modeling framework for urban mobility without 
travel surveys." Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 113.37 (2016)

MOBILITY



Results (errors)
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Model Bogota Boston Los Angeles
Social disorganization 163 374 356

Built environment 109 352 317

Mobility 141 310 280

Full model 82 267 240

PLACE + PEOPLE + DYNAMISM



Predicting Real Estate Prices
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PLACE
Characteristics of the census cell

NEIGHBORHOOD
Description and perception

PROPERTY
Characteristics of the property



Neighborhoods’ Characteristics

For each of the ~ 400ʼ000 census cells:
• We build the egohood
• We create:

• 10 socio-economic indexes
• 11 urban features
• 4 indexes of companies and jobs
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Results

Model MAE MdAPE
Property 148, 109 23,76%

Property + Neighborhood 104,586 15,44%

THE NEIGHBORHOOD SHAPES 
PROPERTY PRICE BY ~60%!
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The Economic Value of Neighborhoods

THE NEIGHBORHOOD IS VERY 
IMPORTANT FOR THE PROPERTY PRICE



 Living in a Pandemic

A) From an individual’s original GPS trajectory, we detect a stop whenever the individual spends at least 5 minutes within a distance of 65 meters 
from a given trajectory point. B) Stop locations are detected using Lachesis and DBSCAN. C) If present, we associate each stop location to the 

nearest Point Of Interest within a distance of 65 meters. 



Changes in the number and time spent in POIs in the state of NY. 
While the duration of visits to POIs decreases less than the number of visits its recovery after the reopening phases is slower. This finding suggests that 

people are less willing to spend time in POIs, reasonably to minimise social contacts in public venues. 

 Living in a Pandemic



A) Percentage change of co-location events from the baseline (until 29 February 2020) in New York state. We measure the change in co-location events for Residential  
areas (only one of the two individuals is in proximity of their residential area), POI (both individuals are at the same POI), Workplace (both individuals have the same work 

location) and Other co-location events. B, C) We compare the difference between the expected and observed number and duration of co-location events. During the 
pandemic, individuals tend to have fewer and shorter co-locations than expected.

 Living in a Pandemic



 Living in a Pandemic

Changes in routine behaviour before and during the pandemic. A, B) Network of the subsequent movements between POI categories for all users in the state of NY 
before and during the pandemic. C, D) Distributions of the network weights before the pandemic and during the pandemic (we have excluded self-loops). E, F) Jaccard 

similarity between individuals’ routines before and during the pandemic.
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PolisNet: Designing Cities with GANs

CRIME

VITALITY

HOUSING PRICE

PREDICT

GENERATE?

NEIGHBORHOOD 
OUTCOMES

AERIAL + STREET VIEW
IMAGERY



1 Represent Urban Zones in terms of 
aerial imagery and POIs

PolisNet: Designing Cities with GANs

2 Assign a vitality score to each urban 
zone 

vitality=0.2

3
Perturb the aerial image to propose 
what to add and where



“Changing the urban structure of a city means changing its morality.”
R. La Capria

Thanks!
lepri@fbk.eu


